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ABSTRACT

Formal methods and tools have a long history of successful applications in the design of safety-critical railway products. However, most of the experiences focused on the application of a single method at once, and little work has been performed to compare the applicability of the different available frameworks to the railway context. As a result, companies willing to introduce formal methods in their development process have little guidance on the selection of tools that could fit their needs. To address this goal, this paper presents a comparison between 9 different formal tools, namely Atelier B, CADP, FDR4, NuSMV, ProB, Simulink, SPIN, UMC, and UPPAAL SMC. We performed a judgment study, involving 17 experts with experience in formal methods applied to railways. In the study, part of the experts were required to model a railway signaling problem (a moving-block train distancing system) with the different tools, and to provide feedback on their experience. The information produced was then synthesized, and the results were validated by the remaining experts. Based on the outcome of this process, we provide a synthesis that describes when to use a certain tool, and what are the problems that may be faced by modelers. Our experience shows that the different tools serve different purposes, and multiple formal methods are required to fully cover the needs of the railway system design process.
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• General and reference → Empirical studies; • Software and its engineering → Formal methods, System modeling languages.
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1 INTRODUCTION

During the last decades, formal methods and tools have been widely applied to the development of railway systems (cf., e.g., [1, 3, 5–7, 9, 11, 12, 16, 19, 23, 28, 29, 37, 40, 42, 43, 45, 49–51, 53, 54, 59, 60, 62]). Notable examples are the usage of the B method for developing railway signaling systems in France (e.g., Line 14 of the Paris Métro and the driverless Paris–Roissy Airport shuttle [1]) and that of Simulink for formal model-based development and code generation in the development of the Metró Rio ATP system [29]. Many projects were carried out, often in collaboration with national railway companies, for the verification of interlocking systems, which are wayside platforms controlling signals and switches in a railway yard [16, 18, 40, 43, 59, 60, 62]. Despite this long tradition, it cannot yet be said that a single method or tool has emerged as holistic solution for railway development. Thus, railway companies willing to adopt formal methods, which are highly recommended according to the highest safety integrity levels [25], are offered little to no guidance on the selection of the appropriate tools that best fit their needs. Indeed, most of the literature on formal methods in railways has focused on the application of a single formal method, and few researchers have addressed the problem of comparing multiple ones. Notably, Mazzanti et al. [52] introduces formal methods diversity, with the objective of replicating the same design with multiple tools, while Haxthausen et al. [39] compares two methods for the verification of a prototypical interlocking system and advocates further research in comparing formal methods.

The current paper extends the literature by performing a judgment study [57] involving 17 different subjects with experience in formal methods and railways, and concerning 9 formal tools. The study consists of two stages: an evaluation phase and an assessment phase. In the evaluation phase, three of the subjects acted as designers and were involved in an initial tool trial, in which they were required to model the requirements of a railway problem, viz., a moving-block signaling system, and report about lessons learned. Two subjects acted as analysts, and interpreted the insights provided by the designers to produce a categorization of the different tools. In the assessment phase, the categorization was validated by the remaining 12 subjects, who were required to provide confirmation or rebuttal of the results produced based on their knowledge of the tools. The final categorization can be used to guide the selection...
of tools in railways. The results indicate that different tools are appropriate for different contexts, characterized by the development phase (e.g., requirements, design), the type of task to address (e.g., simulation, modeling, formal verification), the type of system (e.g., single system or system-of-systems) and the typical user’s background that facilitates the usage of the tool. Furthermore, we also show that several issues should be considered when choosing a certain tool, such as the presence of an intuitive GUI, the support for concurrent systems, and the possibility to define hierarchical designs. While a holistic formal methods-based solution for railway development does not exist, a combination of existing tools may provide extensive coverage of the design process.

Outline. Sect. 2 presents the background of the study. Sect. 3 presents the study design and Sect. 4 presents the results. Sect. 5 synthesizes main observations, and Sect. 6 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND

This section provides a brief background on formal and semi-formal methods, useful to understand the rest of the paper, and it reports related work on applications of formal methods to railway problems and comparison of formal tools. Furthermore, we introduce the context of the research project in which this work was developed.

2.1 Formal Methods

The term formal methods encompasses a series of mathematics-based techniques for the specification, analysis and verification of complex systems [61]. Formal methods are normally supported by tools, oriented to facilitate the specification of systems, and to check the correctness of the specification by means of formal verification. Formal verification is supported by two main families of techniques: theorem proving [13, 14, 33] and model checking [4, 20, 21]. With theorem proving the formal proof of correctness is given by demonstrating mathematical theorems about properties of the specified system. Model checking, on the other hand, enables the systematic exploration of the state space of the system to verify that the desired properties hold. Model checking can be explicit or symbolic, depending on the encoding of the state space. Model checking can also be probabilistic, when the specification exhibits a probabilistic behaviour [4]. Recently, also statistical model checking has been introduced [46], which combines simulation and statistical methods. Some model-checking tools, e.g., CADP [36], support also other verification techniques, such as equivalence checking, which verifies that two specifications’ behaviors are equivalent. Other tools, such as FDR4 [38] and ProB [48], support refinement checking, which verifies that a certain specification is consistent with respect to a more abstract one.

As formal verification is concerned with verifying system properties, it is useful to distinguish between properties that are mainly qualitative (e.g., “in case of error, the train shall brake”) and those that include quantitative aspects (e.g., “in case of error, the train shall brake within 500 meters”), and therefore require some form of quantitative analysis.

Semi-formal methods refer to formalisms and languages that are not considered fully ‘formal’, for which the semantics is not completely defined. These include the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [55] and dialects thereof, and Simulink [24]. In the remainder of the paper, we will use the term formal methods in a rather liberal way, including also cases of semi-formal ones, and we will specify that a certain tool or method is semi-formal only when appropriate.

2.2 Related Work

The railway domain is characterized by stringent safety requirements and a rigorous development process. The use of formal methods is highly recommended for platforms of the highest Safety Integrity Levels (SIL-3/4) by the CENELEC EN 50128 standard for the development of software for railway control and protection systems [25]. Indeed, formal methods and tools are widely applied to the development of railway systems. The extensive survey on applications of formal methods by Woodcock et al. [63], which includes a structured questionnaire submitted to the participants of 56 projects, identified the transport domain, including railways, as the one in which the largest number of projects that include applications of formal methods have been performed.

In the past, several authors have reviewed formal modeling and verification languages and tools commonly used in the railway domain (cf., e.g., [1, 15, 17, 26, 27, 34]). Bjørner [15] presents a first, non-systematic survey of formal methods applied to railway software, and lists the main reference techniques and tools, including the B method [2] and SPIN [41], used in about 180 papers. Fan-techi et al. [26, 27] performs a similar review, updated with new applications and indicating future challenges related to the increasing complexity of railway systems. With a focus on the B method, Abrial [1] and the book edited by Boulanger [17] focus on successful industrial applications of the method, including railway experiences at Siemens and other companies. The book edited by Flammini [34], which covers different aspects of railway system development, also dedicates two chapters to formal methods applications. Overall, these contributions demonstrate the interest of researchers and practitioners in the topic. However, no comparison between tools is performed in any of the studies. The only contributions that perform some comparison between tools are those by Mazzanti et al. [52] and Haxthausen et al. [39]. Similar to our case, the former focuses on the replication of the same design with different tools, while the latter compares two formal methodologies for interlocking system development. In both cases, the results are based on the authors’ experience. Our work makes a step forward, by performing a judgment study involving 17 experts (5 authors, 12 external) and 9 tools, and paves the basis for further research on formal methods comparison.

2.3 Context

The work described in this paper is one of the outputs of a larger endeavour performed in the context of ASTRail1 (SATellite-based Signalling and Automation SysTemS on Railways along with Formal Method and Moving Block Validation), a project funded by EU’s Shift2Rail initiative2. This aims to increase the competitiveness of the European railway industry, in particular concerning the transition to the next generation of EU signaling systems, which will include satellite-based train positioning, moving-block distancing.

---

1astrail.eu
2shift2rail.org
The ASTRail project aims to introduce recent scientific results and methodologies as well as cutting-edge technologies from other transport sectors, in particular avionics and automotive, in the railway sector. The project leverages formal methods and tools for careful analyses of the resulting novel applications and solutions in terms of safety and performance. One of ASTRail’s aims is to define a moving-block signaling system, according to which a safe zone around the moving train can be computed, thus optimizing the line’s exploitation. For this solution to work, it requires the precise absolute location, speed, and direction of each train, to be determined by a combination of sensors: active and passive markers along the track, as well as train-borne speedometers.

As part of the ASTRail project, we are currently surveying and assessing the main formal methods and tools that are being used today in research projects on railway systems, to identify the ones that are most mature for application in the railway industry. To this end, a survey on applications of formal methods in railways was foreseen in ASTRail, followed by a judgment study in which the most mature tools, according to the survey, are evaluated by experts to provide guidance on the most appropriate tools to be used for railway development. This paper reports the results of the judgment study, while the results of the survey are reported in previous work [10, 32].

3 RESEARCH DESIGN

To study the capability of comparing different formal tools, we performed a judgment study [57] composed of two phases: an evaluation phase and an assessment phase (see Fig. 2, discussed in detail later). In the evaluation phase a group of three experts in formal methods and railways was required to model a railway system (viz., the moving-block system) with different tools, and, for each tool, to provide a qualitative evaluation based on the experience. The data was analyzed and synthesized by two other experts, who produced a set of categories to characterize the different tools. The produced categories were used as input for the assessment phase, in which experts of each specific tool were required to validate the results. Although other empirical methodologies exist to systematically compare different tools (e.g., the DESMET method [44]), we argue that a design such as the one adopted is more appropriate for an early research phase on a complex topic as ours. Indeed, the evaluation phase is used to identify themes that typically characterize different formal tools, while the assessment phase aims to generalize the results produced in the contrived context of the evaluation phase. The presented study is exploratory and interpretative in nature, since it aims to find some first insights on the topic, and it is based on the participants’ interpretation of their experience.

In the following, we first outline the research questions, then we describe the case used during the evaluation phase, the tools considered, the characteristics of the study participants, and the experimental procedure adopted.

3.1 Research Questions

The research objective of this study is to compare different formal tools for their applicability in the railway context. To address this objective, two main research questions (RQ) are defined to drive the study of each tool:

- **RQ1:** When is it appropriate to use a certain tool for the design of railway systems? This question aims to understand for which purpose the tool is more appropriate and which are its main strengths.
- **RQ2:** What issues should be considered when using a certain tool? By answering this question we want to highlight which are the situations in which the tool is not appropriate and what are the potential hurdles that one should consider when choosing the tool.

By combining the answers to these questions, we aim to provide a comparative synthesis to have a better understanding of the applicability of the tools to the railway context.

3.2 Case for the Evaluation Phase

The case under study for the evaluation phase consists of a railway system to be designed. The chosen system to be modeled is the moving-block system. The selection is opportunistic, in that the study was performed in the context of a project in which the moving-block system was one of the primary objectives (see Sect. 2.3). In the context of the project, a high-level UML model of the moving-block system was produced by the industrial partners. Based on such a model, a set of textual requirements was defined, meant to be the primary source of information for the formal modeling activity. Here we describe the main principles and components of the moving-block system. Fig. 1 provides an overview of the system. There are three components: two on the train, and one wayside system. The train carries the Location Unit (LU) and the Onboard Unit (OBU). The wayside system is the Radio Block Centre (RBC). The location of the train is computed by the LU by means of sensor fusion algorithms, and sent to the OBU, which, in turn, sends the location to the RBC. Upon reception of a location from a train, the RBC sends a Movement Authority (MA) to the OBU. The MA indicates the space that the train can safely travel, considering the safety distance with the preceding train. There are also two temporal constraints that the OBU shall consider: the location must be updated within 5 seconds maximum; the MA must be updated within 15 seconds maximum. Whenever one of these constraints is violated, the OBU shall force the train to brake. The requirements and developed models are reported in our public repository [30].

3.3 Tools

The tools were selected amongst the top ranked ones in a survey on the application of formal methods to the railway domain, reported in recent contributions [10, 32]. The survey consisted of a systematic literature review including 114 papers, complemented with a project review based on 8 projects and a questionnaire with 44 practitioners. We selected the tools that emerged as most used in industrial railway cases3, plus two additional tools, CADP and FDR4, chosen as representative tools for process algebras, as these are explicitly mentioned in the railway norms [25]. Below, we list the tools together with their version and a brief description.

---

3The SCADE framework, ranked among the most mature tools, could not be included in the study for licensing reasons. However, independent experiences conducted by the 5th author suggest that SCADE shares with Simulink most of the expressed results.
3.4 Study Participants

The study participants involved as subjects in the evaluation phase are the authors of the paper. Altogether, their expertise covers the areas of formal and semi-formal methods, as well as railway system development. Five subjects were involved. The first three subjects, referred in the following as designers, performed the modeling activity. The other two (analysts) used the information produced to create a synthesis. The subjects are characterized as follows.

- Semi-formal Railway Designer (1st author): more than 10 years of experience (of which 3 years in industry) applying semi-formal methods in railways. He used Simulink to model the problem.
- Multi-formal Designer (2nd author): over 20 years of experience with multiple formal methods, with specific focus

---

1. Simulink (2017)b: Simulink is a commercial model-based development tool that allows the user to graphically draw diagrams of the system modeled in the form of input-output blocks. Blocks can be further refined in the form of hierarchical state machines through the Stateflow tool, included in Simulink. Simulink supports graphical simulation of the diagrams, and Simulink Design Verifier, a package included in Simulink, allows formal verification of properties. Simulink comes with several other packages, also for code generation.

2. UMC (4.8): UMC is a verification framework for the definition, exploration, analysis, and model checking of system designs represented as a set of communicating (UML) state machines. Its current state is that of an experimental framework mostly used for teaching and research purposes. UMC is available with a free license, and directly accessible from an online server.

3. UPPAAL SMC (4.1.4): UPPAAL SMC is a Statistical Model Checking (SMC) extension for the UPPAAL toolset, a well-known integrated tool environment for designing and analyzing real-time systems modeled as networks of (stochastic) timed automata, extended with data types. It supports the design of systems that can be modeled as a collection of non-deterministic or probabilistic processes with finite control structure and real-valued clocks, communicating through channels or shared variables. Both academic and commercial licenses are available.

4. Atelier B (4.2.1): Atelier B is a theorem prover for Event B that allows the user to specify invariant properties of an abstract design developed according to the B methodology, and supports the user in performing the necessary proofs to ensure that these invariants are successfully preserved by its successive refinements. The refinements can reach a level very close to that of an actual executable program, and the framework itself allows the translation of final implementations into C or Ada code. It is available in a free community edition and in a maintenance edition.

5. ProB (1.10.2018): ProB is an animator, constraint solver, and model checker for the B Method. It allows fully automatic animation of B specifications, and can be used to check a specification for a wide range of behavioral or data related errors. ProB is free to use and open source; commercial support is provided by the spin-off company Formal Mind.

6. NuSMV (2.6.0): NuSMV is a reimplemented and extension of the SMV symbolic model checker. NuSMV is a tool distributed with a free open source license. Since version 2, it combines BDD-based model checking with SAT-based model checking (see [21] for details of these techniques).

7. SPIN (6.4.9): SPIN (Simple Promela Interpreter) is an advanced and efficient on-the-fly model checker specifically targeted for the verification of LTL properties over multi-threaded software. The tool is actively maintained and available with a free open source license.

8. CADP (2019-a): CADP (Construction and Analysis of Distributed Processes) is a verification framework for the definition and analysis of asynchronous concurrent systems. It offers interactive simulation of the system, on-the-fly verification of branching-time logic formulas, and code generation for the system components. Its integration with equivalence-checking tools enables advanced compositional verification. It also offers quantitative analysis in the form of performance evaluation. CADP is actively maintained and available with a free academic license or with a commercial license.

9. FDR4 (4.2.3): FDR4 is a verification framework that allows the user to verify refinement relations of programs written in CSP, a language that combines the operators of Hoare’s CSP with a functional programming language, or tock CSP (a timed version). It exploits a compositional parallel refinement checking engine. FDR4 is available with a free academic and research license or with a commercial license.
on model checking. About 7 years of experience in applications of formal methods to railway problems. He used ProB, NuSMV, SPIN, UMC, CADP, and FDR4.
- **Probabilistic Designer** (3rd author): more than 5 years of experience with probabilistic and statistical model checking. About 3 years of experience in applications of formal methods to railway problems. He used UPPAAL SMC and Atelier B.
- **Formal Methods Analyst** (4th author): 15 years of experience with multiple formal methods, with specific focus on the application of model-checking tools, among which probabilistic and statistical variants, also to railway problems.
- **Railway and (Semi-)formal Methods Analyst** (5th author): more than 30 years of experience in formal methods and railways, with a focus on model checking.

Tools were associated to designers based on the background of the subjects, and their previous familiarity with the tool and underlying formal theory. We did not want the designers to dedicate effort to learning the theoretical foundations of the tools, but to reflect on their specific features based on the hand-on experience. The usage of the same problem to model (i.e., the case presented in Sect. 3.2) can be regarded as a trigger to reflect on the tools’ capabilities in the specific railway context.

In the assessment phase, one or more external experts, referred to as assessors, were selected for each of the tools considered. The assessors were selected among the authors of papers on the application of a specific tool to a railway problem, based on the results of survey [32]. Table 1 summarizes each assessor’s expertise concerning a specific tool. Two assessors were involved for a tool when designers admitted to have less confidence on their evaluation.

### 3.5 Data Collection, Analysis and Validation

The different steps of the study are depicted in Fig. 2. Data collection and analysis correspond to the evaluation phase, while data validation corresponds to the assessment phase. We now describe the activities performed in each phase.

- **Modeling**: Each designer started with the same material and independently developed the models for a subset of the tools. Specifically, the designers were required to interpret the graphical UML model and the requirements (see Sect. 2.3), and provide their interpretation using the languages of the tools. Furthermore, they were required to explore the capabilities offered by each tool such as, e.g., to verify certain properties, or to observe the graphical simulation capabilities of the tool. As the focus was on formal design and not on verification, full proof of requirements satisfaction was not required. We asked to test the verification capabilities of the tools by selecting some properties that the designers considered relevant. The designers did not communicate during the development, and had about ten days to develop each model. No incentive was given to the designers, as they were all involved in the ASTRail EU project, and it was part of the project’s plan to model the same problem with different tools. The result of this activity is a set of models of the moving-block system [30], with some variants of the models developed when the designer considered it appropriate to experiment with multiple designs.

- **Self-reflection**: Each designer was required to reflect autonomously on their experience in using the assigned tool and to produce a written report (1–2 pages) with a motivated answer to the RQs for each considered tool, and with excerpts of the models when considered appropriate.

- **Focus Group**: While the previous phases did not involve any interaction, in this phase the three designers met for a two-stage focus group. In the first stage, the designers showcased the tools with the support of the developed models, and 15 minutes were allowed for each tool’s presentation. In the second stage, which lasted about three hours, each person using a certain tool was required to think aloud by answering the RQs. The other designers challenged the speaker in case of disagreement or in case more clarification was considered to be appropriate. Extensive notes were taken during the focus group and the complete results were documented in the minutes of the meeting. Furthermore, the designers were required to update their reports based on the minutes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Assessor ID</th>
<th>Years of Experience</th>
<th>Industrial Projects</th>
<th>Railway Projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulink</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3 to 10</td>
<td>1 to 3</td>
<td>1 to 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UML</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>1 to 3</td>
<td>1 to 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPPAAL SMC</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 to 10</td>
<td>3 to 10</td>
<td>1 to 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NuSMV</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3 to 10</td>
<td>1 to 3</td>
<td>1 to 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPIN</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3 to 10</td>
<td>1 to 3</td>
<td>1 to 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atelier B</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>1 to 3</td>
<td>1 to 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProB</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>3 to 10</td>
<td>3 to 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CADP</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1 to 3</td>
<td>3 to 10</td>
<td>1 to 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDR4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1 to 3</td>
<td>1 to 3</td>
<td>1 to 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3 to 10</td>
<td>1 to 3</td>
<td>1 to 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>3 to 10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>1 to 3</td>
<td>1 to 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.6 Threats to Validity

Threats to validity are discussed according to the categories of validity, reliability, and generalization outlined by Leung [47].

Validity: One of the main requirements for judgment studies is the degree of experience of the subjects involved [57]. The expertise of the designers spans through the areas of formal methods and railway system development. Therefore, their opinion on the study topic is informed, and the focus group organized helped to ensure alignment. The expertise of the designers is also fully covered by the analysts, thus ensuring the presence of a counterpart to possibly challenge the opinions produced by the designers. Finally, the assessment phase involved subjects with strong expertise in each tool, and this further strengthens the validity of the final results.

Reliability: Four main triangulation strategies aimed to ensure the reliability of data and results: (1) the focus group allowed the participants to discuss and update the information produced in the reports, thus limiting potential tunnel vision of the designers; (2) the analysis phase was performed by two analysts, to limit potential subjectivity in the interpretation of the data; (3) the analysis phase involved interaction with the designers, to ensure correct interpretation and completeness of the information; (4) the validation phase included an iteration in which the judgment provided could be complemented with further clarifications. Besides the description of the study design and participants reported in the previous sections, we also share the initial requirements, and the produced models, to support replication [30].

Generalization: The results of the evaluation phase can be considered applicable for railway problems that are similar to the one considered, involving onboard and wayside systems, as well as temporal constraints. However, the results were consolidated based on the opinion of experts, which were unaware of the specific context that produced them. Therefore, we argue that the results can be considered sufficiently general for the railway domain, notwithstanding the inherent limitations of judgment studies due to the absence of representative sampling [57]. The results may be applicable to other domains with comparable systems’ architectures, and similar safety-critical constraints (e.g., automotive, aerospace).

4 RESULTS

Table 2 reports the evaluation table resulting from the assessment phase. The first four columns are related to RQ1, while the last column addresses RQ2. Controversial aspects for which a consensus was not reached are indicated in italic. In relation to RQ1, four main recurrent themes were identified, which are considered as evaluation categories: development phase, purpose, railway system type and facilitating user skills. For these themes, values are specified for each tool, according to the following definitions.

- **Phase:** We distinguish four phases, namely requirements (R), when the tool is considered appropriate for early prototyping towards the definition of requirements; high-level design (H), when the tool provides proper support for high-level system design; detailed design (D), when the tool and its language are considered sufficiently expressive to be applied for detailed design; implementation (I), when the tool supports code generation.

- **Purpose:** We distinguish the following purposes: system modeling (SM), simulation (SIM), quantitative analysis (Q), and formal verification (FV) by means of model checking (MC), equivalence checking (EC), theorem proving (TP), or refinement checking (RC).

- **System:** We distinguish three system types: single system (S), such as a single RBC, OBU, or LU (see Sect. 2.3); composite system (C), such as the composition of unique instances of single systems; system-of-systems (SoS), such as the composition of multiple instances of single systems (e.g., multiple RBC controlling multiple trains and associated OBUs).

- **Facilitating User Skills:** These indicate the user’s background that can facilitate the usage of a certain tool. Mathematical logic is assumed as required background for all the
tools considered, except Simulink, which does not strictly require this type of competence.

It is worth mentioning that in Table 2 we report the phase, purpose, or system for which the tool has been considered more appropriate, which by no means implies that a tool is useless in other contexts.

Regarding RQ2, a set of unique themes, common to only a subset of the tools, emerged from the different data sources; they are listed as Issues in Table 2. These are partitioned into (L) language-, (U) user-, (T) tool-, and (V) verification-related issues.

In the following, we provide a justification for the themes that are the most characteristic of each tool. To this end, we include relevant parts of the text of the updated reports, and we highlight in bold the theme acronym or name when the reported text justifies a certain theme. When relevant, we report observations of assessors. The goal is twofold: provide a short guided tour of each tool, and at the same time provide evidence of the identified themes. Part of the tools share some fundamental characteristics, and therefore we discuss them in groups. Specifically, we consider four main groups, namely tools oriented to simulation (Simulink), to UML verification (UMC), to real-time and probabilistic aspects (UPPAAL, SMC), to refinement (Atelier B, ProB), to verification of temporal logic properties of large single or composite systems (NuSMV, SPIN), and to large-scale analysis of systems-of-systems (CADP, FDR4).

### 4.1 Modeling for Simulation

Simulink is a model-based development tool that offers graphical modeling and provides powerful simulation capabilities as well as code generation.

**RQ1: When to use tools such as Simulink?** Simulink is mostly appropriate in two, rather different phases of the development, namely: (1) requirements phase (R), in which system prototypes are developed to support the definition of the requirements; (2) detailed design phase (D), in which the system model shall be close to the final implementation. Indeed, the tool supports simulation (SIM) in the form of animation of graphical models, which can be useful in the initial phases of the development process, to provide first experiments, increase the confidence on the initial design, facilitate interaction with the customer, and establish the initial requirements. The simulation feature is also useful in the detailed design phase, in that it enables debugging capabilities. Furthermore, for the detailed design phase, the tool offers the code generation feature (I).

Given its expressive and graphical language and its focus on the implementation, Simulink is appropriate for modeling (SM) the internal behavior of single railway components (S), when these can be represented as state machines, as in the case of OBU, RBC, and LU. The statecharts notation used by Simulink—and in particular by Stateflow, the Simulink package for state machine diagrams—is generally oriented towards users with a Computer Engineering background. Finally, the tool is appropriate when a company wishes to have a holistic platform, covering different phases of the development—from prototyping to code to testing—, and having different packages for multiple purposes like, e.g., report generation, model-based testing.

**RQ2: What issues should be considered when using Simulink?** Simulink is a commercial tool with a licensing cost varying with the number of packages that one wishes to purchase. Therefore, the models developed can be normally read and executed solely by the tool—some porting capabilities are available, but the format is not open (closed format). Hence, if a company invests in this tool, and develops artifacts with it, it creates a dependable business relationship with the tool vendor. Simulink supports the modeling of different systems interacting with each other, as in the case of the moving-block system, and can support concurrent execution (i.e., parallelism) at the level of Simulink blocks. However, Stateflow state machines (see Sect. 3.3) do not support parallelism: each machine executes after the preceding one, where default precedence follows the western reading direction—left to right, top to bottom (partial parallelism). It should be noticed that, in Simulink there is no package for high-level architecture design (no architecture). This problem can be addressed by creating different architectural hierarchies with the Simulink subsystems, i.e., blocks that can contain other blocks.

### 4.2 UML Verification

Despite of its ambiguities and lack of rigor, UML behavioral models can be useful to communicate design skeletons in a graphical way. Even if model-based design frameworks exist that allow evolving these models into actual code (e.g., IBM Rational Software Architect116), UMC is one of the few tools that allow reasoning on these behavioral models in terms of temporal properties.

**RQ1: When to use tools such as UMC?** UMC is mostly appropriate in the requirement phase (R) of software development, when the stakeholders are interested in improving the confidence that the

---

115Themes that are less characteristic for a certain tool are still reported in the table.

---

116cf. https://ibm.co/2HrMTbL
graphical behavioral models on which they are working actually meet their expectations. UMC allows flexible system modeling (SM) in textual form, and supports step-by-step simulation of the possible system evolution, to draw an abstract graph of such possible evolution, to specify and verify branching-time temporal properties over the system behavior (FM-SC), and to observe detailed explanations when verification fails. Thanks to its flexible set of data structures and operations, UMC can also be used to refine a very abstract design skeleton into a prototype relatively near to a possible real implementation of the system (D). In UMC, a system design is seen as a closed system constituted by a flat (limited hierarchy) set of communicating UML state machines (i.e., the environment should be included as part of the design). Therefore, UMC fits well the need of verifying the behavior of interacting asynchronous systems (C). The use of UMC does not require a high degree of competence in formal methods, since the behavior of the model and the properties to be verified can both be specified in an easily accessible way. However, the object-oriented (OO) syntax of its input language may feel familiar to someone with experience in OO programming or UML design.

RQ2: What issues should be considered when using UMC? UMC is developed and maintained in the context of an academic project and mostly used for teaching and research purposes. UMC does not have the maturity of a commercial tool, nor any significant history of use in industrial settings (prototypical), and has limited documentation. Another aspect to be taken into consideration is that the OMG UML specification [55] is intended to cover only the description of a generic state machine: the overall behavior of a system composed by multiple machines and many aspects of the machines themselves (e.g., the precise behavior of the event queues) are left intentionally not completely specified in the specification. Therefore, UMC relies on a set of design aspects that might differ from those of other UML-based environments. Moreover, we have seen that UMC is oriented to the description of closed systems and it is thus not the best choice when a fragment of a system (e.g., a single component) has to be verified in isolation, in an out-of-the-loop way. UMC is an on-the-fly explicit model checker that fits very well the goal of debugging—likely wrong—system designs, but that might cause difficulties when used for validating particularly large—likely correct—system designs (limited size).

4.3 Modeling Real-Time and Probability

UPPAAL SMC is the only tool among the ones considered that mainly focuses on analysis of real-time and probabilistic aspects.

RQ1: When to use tools such as UPPAAL SMC? A tool oriented to timed/probabilistic aspects is useful when these quantitative aspects play an important role in the definition of the expected system properties (Q). It is also reasonable to imagine that, given a design specified in a functional way with other approaches, fragments of it are modeled with tools like UPPAAL SMC for a more specific time-oriented verification. In our specific case of the moving-block application, several requirements are expressed under the form of time assumptions (e.g., “OBU cycle shall be 500 ms”, “the train must stop if no MA is received for 15 s”). However, these assumptions are very simple and can easily be approximated without a rigorous modeling of the flow of time (e.g., “the train must stop if no MA is received for 20 consecutive OBU cycles”). Tools like UPPAAL SMC would allow better understanding of the underlying timed/probabilistic aspects, allowing the verification of properties (when all relevant numerical values are provided) such as: “What is the probability for the train to enter in the braking state within 10 s?”; or “If the OBU-LU communications delays are in the range 10–100 ms, then what is a reasonable requirement for the response time of LU to guarantee that the OBU cycle of 500 ms is never preempted?”

RQ2: What issues should be considered when using UPPAAL SMC? While standard functional analysis methods are studied for decades and for which several industry-mature tools (like model checkers) exist, tools oriented to Statistical Model Checking (SMC) are very recent (maturity of theory). For example, the first version of UPPAAL SMC was released in 2014. As for classical model checkers, certification of UPPAAL SMC for the development of critical software is not available. Several problems, known to be decidable in discrete systems, cease to be so in a real-time probabilistic setting. Hence, the set of properties on which quantitative analysis can be carried out is more limited, and in particular nesting of temporal operators is not allowed (no nested temporal properties). Moreover, even though the formalism is closer to state machines, a good knowledge of the underlying mathematical formalism used to specify both the model and the properties, as well as to analyze the obtained results is definitely required. Therefore, a certain specialization of developers, engineers, and other users in real-time stochastic model-based analysis is needed (statistical background).

4.4 Modeling for Top-Down Development

ProB and Atelier B are examples of coordinated verification environments that support the formal analysis and development of Event B specifications. An Event B specification consists essentially of the definition of a single state machine whose evolutions are triggered by external signals. The focus of the methodology is to validate the correctness of the state machine either by proving that it is a correct refinement of another more abstract state machine as in Atelier B, or by model checking its dynamic behavior as in ProB.

RQ1: When to use tools such as Atelier B? Atelier B is an interactive theorem prover for assessing the preservation of structural properties (in the form of invariants) on the status of an Event B model (FV-TP). This approach is particularly useful when a single state machine (S) has a complex internal status, of which the possibility to guarantee the preservation of consistency is of primary importance. The language of Atelier B uses mathematical objects (e.g., sets, existential or universal quantifiers, data types, relations, functions). This aspect has great advantages when the system to be modeled and verified can be naturally rendered as a set of logical connectives. In our case, the moving-block design under examination does not have these characteristics, since the local machine status is essentially constituted by a counter variable (the maximum number of cycles that can be executed before stopping the train in absence of a MA, see Sect. 2.3) whose value should invariably remain in the range 0 . . . 15. Nevertheless, in the railway context, several examples can be found for which this
approach might be useful (e.g., interlocking systems [62]). Given that it belongs to the B method suites, Atelier B can be applied in most of the software life-cycle (H/D/I).

The strongest point of using a theorem prover is the possibility of verifying properties for systems with a potentially infinite number of states. On the other side, proving a theorem is not a completely automatic procedure and it requires several interactions with the user, who is in charge of selecting the specific strategy to prove a certain result. Nevertheless, Atelier B is equipped with a feature for trying to automatically prove certain simple properties, which does not always succeed but can often be helpful. When an Event B model is refined, Atelier B automatically generates proof obligations to be discharged by proving them. Such proof obligations mainly consist of proofs of preservation of invariants by refinement, and of the correct refinement of pre- and postconditions of events (FV-RC).

Of course, another strong point of Atelier B is the integration in the whole B method and its previous notorious applications in the railway domain [45], with a supporting community and a company (ClearSy)17 that offers support to developers at various levels.

RQ2: What issues should be considered when using Atelier B? When planning to integrate Atelier B in the development process, an issue to consider is its strong mathematical foundation in theorem-proving techniques (theorem-proving background). Hence, the cost of training developers not familiar with such techniques is non-negligible and must be taken into account. One of the two assessors disagrees on this point: "Usage of (interactive proof) in Atelier B only requires very basic knowledge on what is a proof and how to conduct a correct proof. Any hard scientist or engineer should be able to use the interactive prover to discharge most proof obligations with little training (one or two days)". Contrary to the case of model checking, it is not a fully automatic verification technique; it requires more human effort and expertise. Moreover, Atelier B is not well suited when properties related to the temporal evolution of a system are to be analyzed, e.g., through temporal logic (no temporal properties). Indeed, in this case a model checker like ProB may be preferable. Finally, Atelier B inherits from Event B some difficulties in modeling concurrent systems and interacting components (limited parallelism). However, one assessor mentions it is possible to overcome this problem: "The tool provides support for [...] a variant of Event B with a more versatile input language. We have conducted formal analysis of distributed (railways) systems with this language using Atelier B".

RQ1: When to use tools such as ProB? The main characteristic of ProB is that it allows the user to observe, simulate, and model check the dynamic behavior of an Event B state machine. It might fit well the initial needs of observing the behavior of a prototypical design (R), as well as the need of proving dynamic properties of the possible evolutions of a more established but high-level design (H). The strong points of ProB are its capability of verifying properties expressed both as linear- or branching-time formulas, the possibility to reason on both state and event properties, the availability of multiple model-checking strategies (FV-MC), and the possibility of verifying the consistency of an implementation with respect to its abstract specification in terms of trace refinement (FV-RC). ProB is in general a very flexible tool, which allows exporting the developed design to other tools of the Event B ecosystem, like Atelier B. Moreover, ProB allows model checking specifications imported by other frameworks such as SPIN or FDR4, providing additional verification capabilities with respect to those provided by the respective tools. This feature, together with the multiple verification techniques supported, makes the tool suitable for users who are skilled in multiple formal methods (Multiple FM), but also for novices who wish to explore different techniques.

RQ2: What issues should be considered when using ProB? As for Atelier B, an issue to consider is the limited parallelism (limited parallelism), although the assessors disagree with this point. Furthermore, one of them also observed: "ProB is a verification tool (similar to SPIN) and not a modeling tool (like Atelier B); it needs to work with a complementary modeling tool (like Atelier B or Rodin)" (not design oriented).

4.5 Verification-Focused Engines

SPIN and NuSMV are two verification frameworks that have a long history of use18. Their main common characteristic is their orientation towards large-scale verification through model checking, and the availability of multiple options to tackle the state-space explosion problem [56].

RQ1: When to use tools such as NuSMV or SPIN? These frameworks are not directly inspired by a specific abstract design methodology, but rather focus on the efficient model checking of models encoded in their own specific modeling language. To contrast the problem of state-space explosion, SPIN relies on an on-the-fly (distributed) model-checking approach, while NuSMV (and its latest evolution nuXmv) efficiently exploits symbolic (BDD-based) and SMT-based model-checking approaches (FV-MC).

A SPIN or NuSMV specification can hardly be seen as a friendly notation for the unambiguous sharing of a design among different stakeholders in the requirements phase. Nevertheless, sometimes a translation of a system design into Promela (the specification language of SPIN) or NuSMV can be an effective way to verify properties of the initial high-level design (H). The main difference between the languages of SPIN and NuSMV is that they both are oriented towards the design of architectures based on concurrent asynchronous processes communicating through message passing, while the second one is more oriented towards dataflow synchronous architectures. Writing in Promela is close to C programming, which makes SPIN suitable for detailed designs (D). According to one of the experts, users of NuSMV benefit from knowing "the theory of symbolic model checking, e.g., to understand how the variable ordering affects efficiency". Finally, while SPIN is limited to the verification of linear-time properties (LTL), NuSMV allows the verification of both linear- and branching-time properties (CTL).

RQ2: What issues should be considered when using NuSMV or SPIN? When the system under investigation becomes rather complex, the effective use of the tools requires a deep experienced knowledge of the verification framework (confidence with framework). The choice of the appropriate execution options may become essential

17https://www.clearsy.com

for the success of the verification task. Moreover, even if the underlying techniques on which the tools are based are able to reduce the impact of the state-space explosion problems, surely they cannot be considered a silver bullet to solve them. Theorem proving or compositional verification are alternative techniques that might produce better results when SPIN or NuSMV fail their verification. Finally, the fact that NuSMV takes only infinite paths into consideration during verification—all finite paths are simply ignored—might create difficulties in correctly encoding and verifying software designs (specification language difficult to master). It is true that one can add self-loops to final states and solve the problem in many cases. However, it is not easy to add a self-loop to final states if you do not statically know which states are final, e.g., because of the possible presence of some unknown, complex to generate, deadlocks. Given the focus on verification, to the quality of the user interface is taken in minor consideration in SPIN (limited GUI), and not considered at all by NuSMV (no GUI). However, the SPIN assessor says: “there is a quite simple GUI, but the set of command line switches is large, so I consider the UI really not minimal”.

4.6 Tools for Compositional Analysis

Process algebras [35] are formally defined approaches for modeling concurrent systems, and are equipped with rigorous theories of equivalence of behaviors that can be applied to support compositional analysis. Relevant examples of process algebras are LOTOS, at the root of the CADP framework, and CSP, at the root of FDR4.

RQ1: When to use tools such as CADP or FDR4? These tools rely on a specification language with a formally defined (tool-independent) semantics. This allows the definition of specifications that can be shared among the various stakeholders, being certain of their unambiguous meaning. Hence, the software development phases in which these tools can be applied at best are those at the early stages of the life cycle, like formalization and verification of requirements or high-level system design (R/H). In the case of CADP, the framework provides some support also for testing and for the detailed design and actual program code generation (D/I). CADP is also equipped with facilities for abstracting, minimizing, and proving equivalence of behaviors (FV-EC). While CADP allows the specification of properties using the μ-calculus (a powerful temporal logic subsuming both LTL and CTL), FDR4 adopts several refinement relations for ensuring the correctness of a model with respect to a higher level abstract specification. As observed by the assessor: “CADP provides tools for Interactive Markov Chains, Discrete- and Continuous-Time Markov Chains”, making it suitable for quantitative analysis (Q). The assessor also pointed to the recent addition of a probabilistic model checker to the CADP toolbox.

In our specific case, the reference model is composed of just three components. However, one might be interested in checking the behavior of richer systems (e.g., with more OBUs and more interacting RBCs). In this case, a compositional approach that allows the verification of an asynchronous large-scale system-of-systems (SoS) by composing it in parallel with a (minimized) abstraction of all the other components would be very useful to avoid the problems of state-space explosion usually arising when one has a system with many concurrent objects under scrutiny.

RQ2: What issues should be considered when using CADP or FDR4? System specifications need to be provided in textual format for these tools, which may appear less intuitive or user friendly than a drawing, especially when the tool has a quite minimal user interface as in case of CADP (limited GUI). Initially the assessor disagreed with this observation, but after some interaction he said: “few graphical tools [exist] (simulators, Eucalyptus) which are functional but a bit old-fashioned in their look-and-feel”. Concerning issues with CADP the assessor also observed: “CADP is a toolbox, which can be used for many different purposes. As a counterpart of this richness and flexibility, beginners are disoriented, because they do not know where to start and which tools to select” (toolbox). Finally, FDR4 is not well suited when properties related to the temporal evolution of a system have to be analyzed (no temporal properties).

5 DISCUSSION

From the judgment study, we can summarize the following main take-away messages about the different tools:

- Simulink is appropriate for both early prototyping and detailed design towards code generation;
- UMC is appropriate for initial prototyping, when one wants to adopt a design based on UML state machines to facilitate communication with different stakeholders, but also wants formal verification capabilities;
- UPPAAL SMC is appropriate when one needs to focus on the verification of quantitative properties involving probabilistic and real-time aspects;
- NuSMV and SPIN are appropriate when the system, or composition of systems, has a rather large state space and one wants to verify temporal logic properties;
- Atelier B and ProB are the right choice for top-down development of mainly monolithic systems, with complementary verification capabilities: Atelier B supports theorem proving of invariants, while ProB supports model checking;
- CADP and FDR4 are appropriate when a clear algebraic specification is desired, and when the system under design has the structure of a concurrent set of asynchronous communicating entities (systems-of-systems).

Below, we discuss the implications of this study distinguishing the viewpoints of practitioners and researchers.

5.1 Implications for Practice

Formal methods diversity. Based on the observation on the primary strengths of each tool, we argue that, to address all the design-related needs of the railway process (e.g., qualitative and quantitative verification, simulation, low-/high-level design), a combination of methods and tools would be required. Guided by the outcomes of the current research, and still within ASTRail, the authors combined Simulink for prototyping, UPPAAL for verification of quantitative properties and ProB for model checking qualitative ones [9, 31]. One of the main issues encountered was the absence of interoperability of the tools, which led to the need to manually translate the initial models, with the obvious issues of consistency. In practice, a company may not want to rely on multiple tools that, although somewhat complementary, are not integrated within the
same framework. In this case, it is advisable to identify which aspects of the development are more relevant (e.g., early prototyping of a system-of-systems vs. detailed design of a single system), and select the most appropriate tool to address them.

**Expert diversity.** To fully tackle the formal development of railway systems, not only a combination of tools is required but also the involvement of different experts—in the domain, in the design, and in multiple types of formal verification techniques (see the diversity of facilitating user skills and background issues in Table 2). These aspects should be taken into account by companies willing to introduce formal methods in their process. In practice, it may be hard for a company to have different tool experts at hand. The effort needed to train engineers in formal methods is not negligible as the subject is undeniably hard, and high expertise with a tool is required to handle industrial problems. Therefore, a feasible approach today for railway companies is to rely on external consultants with an academic background on formal methods, and invest in communication between railway experts and formal method experts, possibly allowing them to share the same work space.

**Relevance for the railway industry.** The conclusion of this research could appear straightforward to formal methods academics. However, it should be noticed that this systematic study on formal tools was required by the EU railway industry itself, as the Shift2Rail initiative funding the ASTRail project involves the main stakeholders in this domain. Although formal methods are highly recommended by the CENELEC norms for the development of high-integrity railway systems [25], the knowledge of formal methods, especially at management level, is limited, and it is thus necessary to make explicit for this specific public what existing technologies can and cannot do for them. We argue that this study is a step forward in this direction. Further steps, currently undertaken by the authors within the 4SECURail project [19], concern the cost-benefit analysis of introducing formal methods in railway companies.

**5.2 Implications for Research**

**Tool improvements: usability, learnability, maturity.** While several formal tools are available to be used for railway development, some issues emerge when considering their real-world application, such as the absence of constructs to model parallelism, limitations in terms of hierarchical modeling, etc. Researchers working on specific tools are called to refer to Table 2 and address the issues raised in future releases of the tools. Many common issues are related to usability, learnability and maturity aspects (e.g., limited GUI, specific technical background, maturity of the theory, prototypical tool). Interestingly, these are also considered among the primary needs by railway stakeholders, according to a recent survey [8]. As most of the tools originate from academic contexts, they are often used as testbed to demonstrate novel techniques. However, the more a technique is advanced, the more its implementation is prototypical, and industry-relevant aspects tend to be neglected. A development model for tool providers could be to maintain two versions of their tool: a research-oriented one, implementing the recent techniques, and a practice-oriented one, with a focus on usability, learnability, and maturity.

**Relevance of the research method and human aspects of formal design.** This paper presents the first design of a rigorous judgment study in formal methods. We believe that the systematic approach followed can be considered by other researchers dealing with similar contexts, in which a comparison between tools or methods is required, but other research methods (e.g., controlled experiments, surveys) are not applicable. This can happen if (1) the topic is complex and only experts can participate as human subjects of the study; (2) a hands-on experience is needed to trigger experts' reflections; (3) a limited number of experts is available for each method or tool; and (4) the nature of the inquiry is exploratory, with a broad scope.

In principle, the tools' documentation could have been used by the designers to elicit most of the information presented. However, without a hands-on experience like the one introduced in our method, the risk is to ignore which are the most relevant aspects for the railway context. The adopted empirical approach enabled the designers to reflect on those aspects (concerning phase, type of system, etc.) that are most characteristic with respect to the other tools. This provides a grounded and focused synthesis that could hardly be achieved by looking solely at the documentation. Furthermore, thanks to the adopted research design, and in particular the introduction of assessors, we also noticed that some tools' aspects that may be seen as objective (e.g., limited parallelism, Sect. 4.4, see issues in italic in Table 2) appeared debatable, and different experts gave different viewpoints. This suggests that the subjectivity of the user plays a crucial role also in formal methods, and calls for more empirical studies focused on human aspects of formal design.

**6 CONCLUSION**

This paper presents a qualitative evaluation of 9 formal tools in the context of railway systems design by means of a judgment study. The study involved 17 experts in formal methods applied to railways, and produced an evaluation and comparison table (see Table 2), in which the tools are characterized by their suitability for a certain development context, and by the issues that users should consider when adopting a formal tool. The paper makes an effort to provide indications to companies interested in adopting formal methods, and to make the information from formal methods experts accessible also to a broader software engineering audience. The produced categorization can also be used as a framework for comparing other formal tools, and offers a baseline for further, more fine-grained analysis of the characteristics of the tools. As future work, we will complement the current analysis with a systematic DESMET [44] evaluation over technical features, and a usability study. This will produce a comprehensive view of the tools' characteristics, which can be referred also by tools' developers, and can be updated as new features or knowledge become available.
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